DevOps Engineer (m/f)
Location: Munich
Are you passionate about latest technologies for delivering software products, while meeting the strict requirements
of the financial industry? Do you enjoy working in a cross-functional environment towards delivering maximum
added value for the customers and the company? Are you constantly looking to streamline and automate your daily
tasks as well as overall team processes? CRX Markets offers the possibility to step up your professional skills
through hands-on experience in a state-of-the-art FinTech environment. Our platform is built for the cloud ensuring
high scalability and resilience, and integrates with external systems via heavy duty middleware. CRX Markets has
already attracted some of the largest multinational corporates, but to stay ahead of the game we need to further
drive innovation and are therefore looking for the best talents to join our team.

Your Role

Your Profile







Be part of the core CRX IT team while
delivering, monitoring and supporting our SaaS

monitoring, troubleshooting enterprise-level JVM-

platform

based software

Work closely with software developers and



Support software development and delivery



Pilot and deploy new technologies and



Ensure that company IT processes are conform



Help to support, monitor and improve company
IT infrastructure

Experience with IT process standardization and
certification is a plus

to high standards of financial services business


Hands-on experience with automation,
configuration management tools and scripting

approaches for SaaS delivery


Solid understanding of security, networking and
cloud technologies

processes for the CRX platform


Hands-on experience with virtualization,
containerization and orchestration

testers


Hands-on experience with building, deploying,



Self-organized, commitment to continuous
improvement, value delivery for team/customers
Good English skills, ability to work in a team

Our Offer
This position provides the opportunity to be part of a great team in a fast-paced FinTech environment. You get the
unique chance to push your career by gaining first-hand business experience from a network of the most innovative
and capable minds in the German finance industry. While aligning CRX’s long-term goals with our employees’
compensation, we offer an attractive package with several perks and benefits, including a share option program.
Are you up for the challenge? Please upload your documents including CV, cover letter, salary expectations and
your earliest possible starting date using our online application form.

